**Mission Statement**
Mosaic Law Congregation is the vibrant, spiritual home for all members of the Sacramento region seeking a life of Jewish education and support within the framework of Conservative Judaism.

**Vision Statement**
A thriving, vibrant Conservative Jewish congregation, whose members are invested and engaged in creating a welcoming, participatory synagogue for the betterment of the Jewish community, the greater Sacramento area and the world.

---

**Shabbat July 15, 2017 | 21 Tamuz 5777 | Parshat: Pinchas**
Torah: Numbers 25:10 - 26:51 page 918 | Haftarah: Jeremiah 1:1 - 2:3 page 938
Maftir: Numbers 26:41 - 26:51 page 923

**Kiddush Sponsored by Betsy & Michael Singer in honor of their 50th Anniversary**

| Friday, 7/14 (20 Tamuz) | 10am-1pm: KOH Library Open  
6pm: Kabbalat Shabbat (Chapel)  
8:11pm: Candle lighting |
| --- | --- |
| Shabbat, 7/15 (21 Tamuz) | 8am: Bernie Goldberg’s “Every Saturday English Readings, Parsha Meets Heschel” (Chapel)  
9am: Shabbat Services (Sanctuary)  
11am: Tot Shabbat (Rm 8)  
9:18pm: Havdalah |
| Sunday, 7/16 (22 Tamuz) | 9am: Shacharit Minyan (Chapel)  
Following Minyan: Nosh, Share & Learn (Chapel)  
9am-1pm: CVHEN Library Open  
10am-12pm: KOH Board Meeting (KOH)  
2pm-4pm: KOH Film Club (KOH) |
| Monday, 7/17 (23 Tamuz) | 7:15am: Shacharit Minyan (Chapel)  
10am-1pm: KOH Library Open  
10am: CSUS Renaissance Group (KOH)  
5:45pm: Mincha Minyan (Chapel)  
7pm: Ritual Team Meeting (YL) |
| Tuesday, 7/18 (24 Tamuz) | 5:45pm: Mincha Minyan (Chapel)  
7pm-9pm: KOH Book Club (KOH) |

| Wednesday, 7/19 (25 Tamuz) | 1pm-6pm: KOH Library Open  
1pm-6pm: CVHEN Library Open  
5:45pm: Mincha Minyan (Chapel) |
| Thursday, 7/20 (26 Tamuz) | 7:15am: Shacharit Minyan (Chapel)  
10am-1pm: KOH Library Open  
10am-1pm: CVHEN Library Open  
5:45pm: Mincha Minyan (Chapel) |
| Friday, 7/21 (27 Tamuz) | 10am-1pm: KOH Library Open  
6pm: Kabbalat Shabbat (Chapel)  
8:06pm: Candle lighting |
| Shabbat, 7/22 (28 Tamuz) | 8am: Bernie Goldberg’s “Every Saturday English Readings, Parsha Meets Heschel” (Chapel)  
9am: Shabbat Services: Aufruf for Lara & Nathaniel Edelstein (Sanctuary)  
11am: Tot Shabbat (Rm 8)  
9:14pm: Havdalah |

---

**The Gift Shop Will Now Be Open By Appointment Only.**
To Schedule an Appointment, Please Contact Carol Loew at mokiedear@aol.com.

---

**Minyan Assistance Program Assignments for the Week of July 16: St - Vi**
Illustrated Torah Scroll Project

A vibrant, artistic interpretation of each Parsha & our Jewish Holidays by renowned Israeli artist,

Michal Meron

To become inscribed in the Illustrated Torah please follow this link
https://tinyurl.com/IllustratedTorah

Thanks to a generous donation from the Sperber Family, the Mosaic Law Congregation foyer will soon be the home a beautiful permanent exhibit of Michal Meron’s Illustrated Torah Scroll. In other congregations and Jewish institutions, this breathtaking artwork has served both as a teaching tool and a way of elevating the spiritual experience. Our Illustrated Torah will be situated between a new ritual washing station and Jewish literature table. It will soon become the centerpiece of our synagogue as we enter the sanctuary.

Members of our community may inscribe their names in a book of the Torah, a weekly parsha, or a holiday (all on a first come first served basis). Discounts are available for multiple purchases. This is a unique opportunity happening just once. Don’t miss this chance to fulfill the mitzvah of permanently connecting your family to the Torah. May this year bring all of us happiness, peace, and spiritual fulfillment.

L'Dor v'Dor

Reserve your desired book(s), parsha(s) or holiday(s) today. Deadline: August 31st
For more information call 916.488.1122
MLC & Community Events

Nosh, Share, and Learn: Basic Linguistics, Literature & Languages of the Ancient World - Mr. Maksim Hanan-Smelchak will present following this Sunday's (July 16) Shacharit service and brunch, 9 a.m. in the Chapel. Please supply your own appetite and intellect and some good questions. Join us in the Chapel on Sunday mornings for the post-minyan "Breakfast and Learn." (On occasion, we will have a shmooze day!) The Sunday minyan begins at 9am with breakfast and discussion from 9:45am-10:30 am. PLEASE JOIN US!

Memorial Plaque Order Deadlines - As Holiday season begins to approach, please make sure to submit your memorial plaque orders by the following dates: To receive by Rosh Hashanah: order by July 14th, for Yom Kippur order by July 28th, and to receive by Shemini Atzeret order by August 4th. All orders can be submitted to Caren Rubin via the MLC Office.

Visit Jewish Prisoners at Folsom Prison with Judah Rosen - For a dozen years, Judah has been leading groups of interested Jews to visit Jewish prisoners in Folsom Prison. The next visit is scheduled for Sunday, August 27, from 1pm-3pm. If you would like to join or have any interest in this and would like more information, please contact Judah at Judah.Rosen@gmail.com or 916-291-9683.

Foreign Exchange Student Seeking Host Family - CCI Greenheart, a non-profit foreign exchange student organization, is looking for a host family for a young Jewish girl from France. Sonia is coming to spend her senior year of high school in America. CGI is looking for a nice Jewish family to host her for the school year (or at least to welcome her on a temporary basis for the first month). Sonia is Jewish and would attend services with her host family, speaks French, English and German, has been an ice dancer since she was four years old, is also involved in theater and running, is a B student with a great English score, is allergic to dust and would be best in a home with floors, would like to attend medical school in her future, and has already graduated in France but will be a senior in the USA. If you are interested in hosting or have any questions, please contact Lori Tibbett at ltibbett@greenheart.org and cc Rabbi Taff.

MLC Membership Drive - Mosaic Law Congregation’s membership drive offers a complimentary first year membership that includes High Holiday tickets! Please join our community (or spread the word!) both at the synagogue and in our homes as we celebrate and explore Jewish life. From Shabbat, to holidays, to lifecycle events, we offer programs that appeal to all ages and warmly welcome interfaith couples. For more information contact the MLC Office at 916-488-1122.

Travelwize

- Ocean Cruises
- River Cruises
- European Vacations
- Destination Weddings
- Bar and Bat Mitzvah Events in Israel
- Weekend Getaways and much more!

Bebe Halimi,
Travel Consultant
(916) 764-1191
bebe@travelwize.net
www.travelwize.net
Member of Virtuoso
Cst#208291840 Sacramento CA
Shabbat & Special Kiddush Luncheon
Honoring
Elliot Pearl
85th Birthday
Celebrating wonderful milestones in their lives!
Ricki Label
Ordination & Semicha
Now Rabbi Ricki

Saturday, August 19, 2017
Following service @ 12:00 PM
Mosaic Law Social Hall

If you would like to co-sponsor this luncheon you may send a check in any amount to MLC, 2300 Sierra Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95825 and designate the contribution in honor of Ricki and Elliot for the August 19th Kiddush Luncheon.

For more information contact Caren Rubin at carenrubin63@gmail.com

Join Us for Shabbat Under the Stars!

A Special Monthly Service led by
Rabbi Reuven Taff & Cantor Ben
Mosaic Law Band & MLC Choir

Service begins at 7:30pm
Oneg following the service in
the Social Hall

Service Outside in the
Courtyard at Mosaic Law Congregation,
2300 Sierra Blvd.

Wear white in honor of the
holiness of Shabbat

SHABBAT UNDER THE STARS SERVICES:
FRIDAYS: AUGUST 18 & SEPTEMBER 1
KOH Library Events

KOH Film Club: *Watermarks* - Sunday, July 16 at 2pm. Yaron Zilberman's wonderful, heartwarming "Watermarks" (Kevin Thomas, L.A. Times) narrates the story of the champion women swimmers of the legendary Vienna sports club Hakoah. Founded in 1909 in response to the notorious Aryan Paragraph, which forbade most Austrian sports clubs from accepting Jewish athletes, Hakoah rapidly grew into one of Europe's biggest athletic organizations -- and its women's swim team virtually dominated national competitions in the 1930s. An uplifting tale of survival and friendship, *Watermarks* focuses on the stories of the club's surviving members, while also faithfully recounting a historical period where prejudice and violence forced these brave women into exile. There will be a facilitated discussion following the film. $5 suggested donation. RSVP to Mehrnaz Halimi at 916.508.4571 or library@kohlcc.org.

KOH Book Club: *The Courtier and The Heretic: Leibniz, Spinoza, and The Fate of G-d In The Modern World* - Tuesday, July 18 at 7pm. Once upon a time, philosophy was a dangerous business—and for no one more so than for Baruch Spinoza, the seventeenth-century philosopher vilified by theologians and political authorities everywhere as “the atheist Jew.” As his inflammatory manuscripts circulated underground, Spinoza lived a humble existence in The Hague, grinding optical lenses to make ends meet. Meanwhile, in the glittering salons of Paris, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz was climbing the ladder of courtly success. In between trips to the opera and groundbreaking work in mathematics, philosophy, and jurisprudence, he took every opportunity to denounce Spinoza, relishing his self-appointed role as “God’s attorney.” In this exquisitely written philosophical romance of attraction and repulsion, greed and virtue, religion and heresy, Matthew Stewart gives narrative form to an epic contest of ideas that shook the seventeenth century—and continues today. This Book Club is open to men and women in the Sacramento community and drop-ins are welcome. For more information, please contact Valla Hoffman at 916.743.8247 or vallahoffman@gmail.com.

*Jews & Science with Steven Rosenblum* - Sunday, August 27 at 2pm. Please join Steven as he discusses this interesting topic. He will briefly trace the origins of Jews in science beginning with Maimonides in the 12th century. Then Steven will highlight many of the major contributions by presenting a top ten list of Jewish scientists, including both the hard and the soft. Finally, he will offer explanations and theories for the reasons that Jews have excelled in this field and predict the future of scientific discovery and invention. For more information and to RSVP please contact Taliah Berger at 916.541.3720 or taliah@kohlcc.org. There is a $5 suggested donation. Light refreshments will be served.

KOH Lecture Series: *The Tribe*, a documentary film by Lilly Rivlin with presenter, Judah Rosen, a member of the Rivlin Family - Sunday, August 6 at 2pm. *The Tribe* presents the legend, history and heart of the extraordinarily large and flourishing Rivlin family. The Rivlins are Jews who went from 15th Century Spain to Russia and Lithuania before Hillel Rivlin emigrated to Palestine around 250 years ago. The film centers on the 1980 family reunion in which 2,500 of "the tribe" gathered in Jerusalem. The family ranges from the latest Israeli immigrant, a man who was the Russian radio "voice of Leningrad" during the war, to an internationally recognized authority on Friedrich Nietzsche who belongs to an ultra-Orthodox sect that refused to recognize the state of Israel. As Lily's camera moves among the members of the Rivlin family from every part of the globe, the heterogeneity of the clan is displayed. This documentary demonstrates the active power that mishpokhe (family) still has on Jewish life. To Lilly, they represent the meaning of family. "It means survival. It means you are not alone." This presentation is open to the entire community. There is a $5 suggested donation. For more information & to RSVP please contact Taliah Berger, KOH Director at 916.541.3720 or taliah@kohlcc.org

KOH Library Hours This Week
Sunday, July 16th: Closed for Board Meeting
Monday, July 17th: 10am – 1pm
Tuesday, July 18th: Closed
Wednesday, July 19th: 1pm – 6pm
Thursday, July 20th: 10am – 1pm
Friday, July 21st: 10am – 1pm

Women, Books and Wellness with Rebbetzin Hadassah Gordon - Sunday, July 23 at 1pm. Please Join Rebbetzin Hadassah Gordon to explore the dynamics of women’s wellness and spirituality in this exciting new women’s discussion group and book club. For more information, please contact Hadassah (Sparkle) Gordon at (916) 254-3038 or the KOH Library and Cultural Center at 916-485-4143.
"The Courtier and the Heretic"
"Leibniz, Spinoza, and the Fate of G-d in the Modern World"
by Matthew Stewart

"...Stewart has achieved a near impossibility, creating a page-turner about jousting metaphysical ideas, casting thinkers as warriors. ... He is a fluid, even a witty writer, and his summations show a poetic wit." —Lyle Schfingel, New York Times Book Review

Once upon a time, philosophy was a dangerous business—and for no one more so than for Baruch Spinoza, the seventeenth-century philosopher vilified by theologians and political authorities everywhere as "the atheist Jew." His inflammatory manuscripts circulated underground, Spinoza lived a humble existence in The Hague, grinding optical lenses to make ends meet. Meanwhile, in the glittering salons of Paris, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz was climbing the ladder of courtly success. In between trips to the opera and groundbreak ing work in mathematics, philosophy, and jurisprudence, he took every opportunity to denounce Spinoza, relishing his self-appointed role as "God's attorney." In this exquisitely written philosophical inname of attraction and repulsion, greed and virtue, religion and heresy, Matthew Stewart gives narrative form to an epic context of ideas that shook the seventeenth century—and continues today.

Tuesday, July 18, 2017
7:00pm
KOH Library and Cultural Center
2300 Sierra Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95825

"The Tribe"
A documentary by Lilly Rivlin
with presenter
Judah Rosen
A member of the Rivlin family

"...if you study the Rivlin family you understand the genealogical reckonings of Genesis." —Breyshirt Margulies, Professor of Literature & Talmud

"The Tribe" presents the legend, history and heart of the extraordinarily large and flourishing Rivlin family. The Rivlins are Jews who went from 19th Century Spain to España and Lithuania before Hillel Rivlin emigrated to Palestine around 310 years ago. The film centers on the 1980 family reunion in which 2,500 of the "tribe" gathered in Jerusalem. The family ranges from the latest Israeli immigrant, a man who was the Russian radio "voice of Leningrad" during the war, to an internationally recognized authority on Friedrich Nietzsche who belongs to an ultra-Orthodox sect that refused to recognize the state of Israel. As Lilly's camera moves among the members of the Rivlin family from every part of the globe, the heterogeneity of the clan is displayed. This documentary demonstrates the active power that moshpokhe (family) still has on Jewish life. In Lilly, they represent the meaning of family. "It means survival. It means you are not alone."

Sunday, August 6, 2017
2:00 PM
KOH Library and Cultural Center
2300 Sierra Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95825

Suggested donation of $5

Women, Wellness and Books
A women's monthly discussion group & book club
with facilitator
Rebbetzin Hadassah Gordon

Sunday, July 23, 2017
1:00 PM
KOH Library & Cultural Center
2300 Sierra Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95825

The goal of "Women, Wellness, and Books" is to uplift women through the exploration of the dynamic roles of women in society as they relate to health, wellness and spirituality. During the charter meeting the group chose two books: "The Health Directives of Maimonides" and "The Seven Fruits of The Land of Israel," to begin discussions at the first several meetings.

For more information and to RSVP contact Hadassah Gordon at rebetzinmgordon@gmail.com or 916-254-3038 or the KOH Book Club at 916-485-1483 and library@kohlcc.org

Jews & Science
With
Steven Rosenblum

Please join Steven as he discusses this interesting topic. He will briefly trace the origins of Jews in science beginning with Maimonides in the 13th century. Then Steven will highlight many of the major contributions by presenting a top ten list of Jewish scientists, including both the hard and the soft. Finally, he will offer explanations and theories for the reasons that Jews have excelled in this field and predict the future of scientific discovery and invention.

Sunday, August 27, 2017
2:00 PM
KOH Library and Cultural Center
2300 Sierra Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95825

$5 suggested donation

For more information contact Taliah Berger, KOH Program Director at 916-541-3720 or taliah@kohlcc.org
Todah Rabah to our Kiddush/Oneg
Sponsors, Hosts & Co-Sponsors:

Teresa Bilyk in memory of her husband, Roman Bilyk

Nancy & Alan Brodovsky in honor of their anniversary

Fred Hayward in honor of his Birthday

Donna & Scott Huckleby in honor of Vyvyan’s Bat Mitzvah

Sofia & Arkady Komsy in honor of their anniversary

Phyllis Needelman & Stephen Kutler in honor of Stephen’s birthday and the birth of their new grandson

Debbie Metzger & Elliot Reiner in honor of their anniversary

Antonette & Lew Rosenberg in honor of their 50th anniversary

Roz & Lou Weintraub in honor of Betsy & Mike Singer’s anniversary

Farideh & Mansour Yaghoubian in honor of their daughter, Rebecca’s birthday

Our Deepest Condolences to...

Elliot (& Ilene) Block, Brian (& Debbie) Block, and Steven (& Stephanie) Block on the loss of their mother and our dear member Goldie Block of blessed memory.

Francine Smith on the loss of her father and our dear member Lester Smith of blessed memory.

Yom Huledet
Sameah...

Henry Sperber
Sheila Varshawsky
Alex Verpukhovsky
Rebecca Yaghoubian
Ruthie Edelstein
Amanda Gourley
Sheryl Long
David O’Riva
Annette Davis
Jeremy Futerman

Irene Green
Sandra Schaffer
Marc Sussman
Lisa Breslau
Diane Dulberg
Cynthia Goldberg
Rick Cohen
Sophia Samuel
Marjorie Swartz
Devan Varshawsky

Yom N’suin Sameah...

Bobette & David Morvai
Betsy & Michael Singer

Lind Brothers
A Family Owed Funeral Home and Crematory Since 1964

Our practices are grounded in the unshakable belief in the sanctity of human life, the dignity of the person, and the emotional and spiritual needs of the mourners.

Our Commitment is to help you and your family make a decision that truly makes a difference both financially and spiritually.

Lind Brothers
4221 Manzanita Avenue
Carmichael, CA 95608
Phone 916.482.8080
Fax 916.482.2009
cporter@lindbrotherssacramento.com
www.lindbrotherssacramento.com

Yahrzeitis...

Herbert Gutmann
Jack Goot
Joseph Pretula
Looloo Khazzoom
Meyer Goldberg
Monique Tapiero
Paul Waks
Robert Friedman
Roman Bilyk

Rose Igra
Stephen Aizenberg
Stuart Bargman
Tillie Zabel
Touria Farrokhoorooz
Yaakov Goldinstayn
Sam Schraier
Charles Fox
Men

Paul Altman (Pinchas)  Howard Menaker – cousin of Nancy Brodovsky
Martin Baron (Menachem Mendel ben Chanah) – Stuart Miller - father of Melinda Ott
father of Andy Baron  Haim ben Miriam - father of Dani Weinstein
Steven Baum (David ben Necha) - friend of Neil and Dean Murakami - friend of Jonathan Lightman
Fanny Levy  Mordechai Chanan ben David – cousin of Daniel Engel
Berle Beliz (Baruch ben Chanah)  Mark Pullen – friend of the Shaffers
David Benson - nephew of Ava Goldman  Rav Avraham David ben Tobah Leah
Harry Beskind (Aharon ben Peretz) – friend of Larry & Jay Rosenheim (Yaakov ben Nechama Yehudit)
Evie Lieb  Eliahu ben Sarah
Mei-Shui Tu Ben Jien Chang – friend of Cantor Ben Larry Saltzman (Yehuda Lev Elijah ben Yochivitz) –
Chaim ben Shoshana  husband of Sharon Saltzman
Mark Cohn (Mordechai ben Sarah Rivka)  Michael Schnall-cousin of Cindy Swartz
Craig Deutsch (Chaim Elianu ben Sara) – nephew of Brian Smiley – friend of Ken Sokoler
Shirley Cohodes & family of Jim & Judy Lawson  Bill Specter-friend of Art Zimmerman
Jeff Diener - friend of Sam, Sharon, Bruce & Lori  Joshua Steinberg - friend of Ava Goldman
Anapolsky  Joshua Lev Steinberg - friend of Jim and Judy Lawson
Seth Director-cousin of Cindy Swartz  Robert Steinberg (Yehoshua ben Shmuel)
Morton Ehrlict(Moshe ben Avraham)-husband of Janet  Pete Trafas - friend of Nancy Fogler
Ehrlict  Ron Tochterman - brother of Suzie Lauer
Gregg Feigelson (Baruch Gershon ben Velveh Leah)  Alan Verpukhovsky (Ariel ben Yelena) – son of Alex
Max Feigelson (Moshe ben Avigail)  Verpukhovsky & Yelena Lipskaya
Larry Garber – friend of Jonathan Lightman  Randy West – friend of Nancy Brodovsky
Al Garcia-friend of Steve and Karen Polansky  Yisroel Yitzchak ben Rina Leah
Gary Gilbert - husband of Barri Freeman Gilbert  Zechariah ben Leah
Phil Ginsburg - brother of Judy Weiner
Moshe ben Zlote Gittel  David ben Gittel – friend of Rabbi Leonard Levy
David ben Gott - friend of Rabbi Leonard Levy  Daniel ben Gittel – friend of Rabbi Leonard Levy
David Giusti - friend of Art Zimmerman  Solomon and Melanie Gruenwald
Dan Gorfine - friend of Art Zimmerman  David Hersh (Yehoushua David ben Chenya) - son-in-
Dr. Philip Greenberg (Pesach David ben Leah) – brother  law of Nancy Fogler
of Ricki Lobel  Bob Katzke (Rachim Efaim ben Chanah)
Rabbi Gary Greene (Ha Rav Avraham Asher ben  Edward Klawansky – uncle of Steve Turtletaub
Pessel)  Henry Klein - friend of Dale Gaskin
Koby Gruenwald (Yakov ben Margalit) – son of  Tsudik Krivoy (Tsudik ben Miriam) – uncle of Alla
Solomon and Melanie Gruenwald  Gamarnik
David Hersh (Yehoushua David ben Chenya) - son-in-
Alan Lewis-friend of Larry Brownston  law of Nancy Fogler
Leo Liberman
Norm Lien - friend of Sam & Sharon Anapolsky
Mark Lipton – friend of Karen & Steve Polansky
Brian McConville - friend of Dale Gaskin
David Nachum ben Masha - nephew of Gay Tanner
Women

Christine Antonvich - cousin of Dianne & Mark Cohn
Delores Bobrowsky - friend of Lynne Synder
Anna Mae Bolar – friend of Art Zimmerman
Hope Brandsma - friend of Art Zimmerman
Naomi Caspe (Naomi bat Faiga Ita) – niece of Molly & Bernie Goldberg
Caren Clarke
Andrea Cleaner (Chanah Rivka bat Shprintza) – wife of Murray Cleaner
Vickie Cox - niece of Shirley Cohodes
Rosalia Debia
Linda Delange - friend of Goldie Block
Leah Engel (Leah Reba bat Cherna Chana) - granddaughter of Bernie & Molly Goldberg
Rowena Fahn (Rivkah bat Rachel)
Victoria Florentine – friend of Art Zimmerman
Vicki Flax (Vitka Chana bat Malka) - mother of Dana Kurzrock
Nancy Fogler (Chanah bat Ruth)
Tammie Fogler-Hersh (Toba Rifka bat Chava) - daughter of Nancy Fogler
Terri Friedman (Rachel bat Nechama)
Hadassah bat Berta – great-aunt of Alyssa Kaplan
Betty Gold - friend of Dianne & Mark Cohn
Selma Gordon (Fara bat Esther Yitta) - mother of Judith Lawson
Laura Green (Yoseffa Ariella bat Sarah)
Lee Greenberg (Leah bat Feigah) – mother of Ricki Lobel
Eve Grossman – friend of Jennifer Barth & Louise Caplan
Linda Meinberg(Leah bat Miriam)-sister of Janie Gumpert
Ann Hanosh – mother of the friend of Joel Zimmerman
Sara Haroinu (Salhab bat Tavous) – mother of Tamara Davidoff
Karen Herman (Leah bat Sara) – friend of Joel Zimmerman
Jan Highman (Shunamit bat Sarah) - wife of Larry Highman
Tamara Kinevesky (Tova Mara Mindl bat Miriam) – mother of Alla Gamarnik
Ada Pearl Kupperman (Chai Perel bat Chava Lebe) – grandmother of Marlo Dewing
Sophia Komsky
Lorna Krafchuk – dear sister of Ruth Saunders
Rochel Leah bat Noa Rivka-cousin of Ro’e Kuperstein

Bunny Lemesis (Bayla bat Rachel) - mother of Sheri Zeff
Katherine Lennard - friend of and Steve Weinberg
Martha Limberg
Joan Levi (Batya bat Bella) - sister of Gay Tanner
Louise bat Bohar – aunt of Hilda Sadigh Harouni
Yaira bat Malka - mother of Yossi Shapiro
Joni Mehler-Taylor (Yona Pessah) – daughter of Robert Mehler
Marlene Michaels (Malka bat Raizel) – wife of Randy Michaels
Rachel Muhlstein – friend of Art Zimmerman
Diana Draper Nary - longtime friend of Susan Sperber
Robin Orlansky – daughter of David & Sheli Varshawsky
Kathy Pardun-friend of Elena Friedman-Weiss
Natalie Paris – friend of Judy Kahler
Michelle Pearl - daughter-in-law of Arlene & Elliot Pearl
Hannah bat Rachel – friend of Betsy & Mike Singer
Michelle Rosmarin (Miriam Shaindel bat Frimit) – cousin of Sid Rosenberg
Dee Dee Raskov(Devorah bat Faiga) - mother of Barry Broad
Andrea Rubin – cousin of Sheli Varshawsky
Shlomit bat Bella – cousin of Jonathan Lightman
Judy Miko Schnall-cousin of Cindy Swartz
Carol Scheinberg – wife of Jerald Scheinberg
Ruth Saunders (Rasah Riva bat Chava)
Sandra Shaffer (Shulamit bat Rachel) - wife of Lloyd Shaffer
Teresa (Nancy) Stahl
Eunice Swartz – sister of Sheli Varshawsky
Nina Turkov - friend of Barbara & Davina Dubnick
Shira Weiss (Shira bat Naomi)--niece of Molly & Bernie Goldberg
Arlene Welborn(Edel bat Bryna)--niece of Molly & Bernie Goldberg
Molly White - friend of Raphael Ganon
Samantha Witcher – friend of Mirie Levy
Regina Wolf (Raisel bat Leah)
Abby Wolf Feigelson (Avgail bat Raisel)
Yehudit bat Esther – friend of Candace Evans
Yehudit Riva bat Alta Soora Etel – friend of Judah Rosen
Yochevea bat Zechel Bear-mother of Bob Velasquez

All the wounded American and Israeli soldiers